Clonal variability for vulnerability to cavitation and other drought-related traits in *Hevea brasiliensis* Müll. Arg.
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**Abstract**

Selection for drought-tolerant clones has become a major challenge in rubber breeding programs undertaken to ensure the sustainability of natural rubber production, as rubber plantations are expanding in drought-prone areas. Xylem vulnerability to cavitation is a trait related to drought-induced mortality. It can be rapidly evaluated without subjecting plant materials to drought stress, making it useful in large-scale screening for drought tolerance in the near future. We first compared the most widely used techniques for measuring vulnerability to cavitation (air pressurization and Cavitron) on this species, and the effect of sample conditions (size, age and sunlight exposure), in order to ensure reliable analysis. Secondly, ten rubber clones were compared for their xylem vulnerability to cavitation in branches and petioles, and for other traits related to drought response, including stomatal response and leaf shedding occurring during a simulated drought. We also tested the plasticity of vulnerability to cavitation on two clones grown in three locations with contrasting precipitation regimes. We found no clonal variability and a small phenotypic plasticity for xylem vulnerability to cavitation in branches. However, clonal differences in xylem vulnerability to cavitation were found in petioles, and clones also showed differences in stomatal response and in leaf shedding behavior in response to a simulated drought. Our study suggests a genetic canalization for vulnerability to cavitation in organs critical for survival, such as branches, whereas there are clonal differences for traits related to drought avoidance: vulnerability to cavitation of petioles, leaf shedding behavior and stomatal response. The insights gained in this study for screening rubber tree clones for drought tolerance is also discussed.
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**Introduction**

The rubber tree (*Hevea brasiliensis* Muell. Arg.) is an important agricultural species. It is native to the Amazonian basin, and extensively planted in Southeast Asia. In Thailand, it was originally cultivated in the southern and eastern provinces where rainfall is abundant. However, owing to shortages of land for cultivation and competition with other crops in these regions, plantations have spread northward into northern and northeastern provinces (Fox and Castella, 2013). These areas are considered marginal for the cultivation of rubber tree in view of rainfall distribution and water availability due to poor soil
conditions (Boithias et al., 2012). Yet in 2011, the area of rubber plantations in these marginal regions increased by 12% compared with 2006 (RRIT, 2011). Drought stress has been reported to impair the growth of rubber trees (Chandrashekar et al., 1998; Mammeu et al., 1993) and latex production (Wichichonchai and Manmuen, 1992). Thus the northward expansion of rubber plantations can bring natural rubber production under a higher risk of drought stress. This is a real threat because extreme drought events are predicted in the years to come (Chinvanno, 2011; IPCC, 2013). Also, the use of a single rubber clone (RRIM600) in over 80% of the plantation area in Thailand further increases this risk. In this context, the selection for drought-tolerant clones has become a major challenge for rubber breeding programs to ensure yield and minimize additional costs for water management in rubber production.

Several strategies have been proposed for the selection of rubber clones suitable for cultivation in marginal areas, such as the evaluation of prominent clones and polyclonal seedlings, recombination breeding and selection, and the evaluation of Brazilian germplasm (Priyadarshan and Goncalves, 2003). The selection of rubber tree is time-consuming because it is strongly limited by non-synchronous flowering, low fruit setting, a long juvenile period, and the heterozygous nature of rubber trees (Venkatachalam et al., 2007). Hence there is a need for early screening tests for drought tolerance to speed up the process of progeny testing and produce genetic material adapted to the climatic conditions in the coming decades. Previous studies have shown high polymorphism in wild and cultivated rubber populations (Besse et al., 1994; Lekawipat et al., 2003), differences in growth (Chandrashekar et al., 1998) and yield potential (Priyadarshan et al., 2005) in rubber clones from several sub-optimal areas. Variability in drought tolerance can thus be expected in rubber clones.

Xylem sap is normally transported under tension (Dixon and Joly, 1895), which puts xylem sap in a metastable state. Under drought, this tension is exacerbated and the xylem sap can rapidly change into vapor (embolism) and cause cavitation of the xylem (Tyree and Sperry, 1989). This drought-induced cavitation may lead to a reduction in water transport and cause organ or plant death (Barigah et al., 2013). Xylem vulnerability to cavitation is considered an important trait determining drought tolerance in woody species (Choat et al., 2012). It ranges widely across the species and correlates with drought tolerance of the species (Maherali et al., 2004; Pockman and Sperry, 2000; Tyree et al., 2003). Within-species variation of xylem vulnerability to cavitation has been observed in several forest species; the diversity may be due to genetic control (Cochard et al., 2007; Wortemann et al., 2011) or a result of plant adjustment to the environmental conditions (Awad et al., 2010; Corcuera et al., 2011; Herbette et al., 2010). The xylem vulnerability to cavitation also varies between plant organs (Tyree et al., 1993), indicating vulnerability segmentation, which allows the plant to discard expendable organs in order to preserve critical ones (Zimmermann, 1983). Small genetic differences are observed between natural populations of some forest species (Lamy et al., 2011; Wortemann et al., 2011), which is interpreted as a genetic canalization for this trait, i.e. a reduction in phenotypic variability regardless of genetic variability. For agricultural species, the genetic variation of xylem vulnerability to cavitation remains to be tested, as these have undergone selection pressure different from natural species (Gepts, 2004; Purugganan and Fuller, 2009).

Various techniques have been developed to estimate xylem vulnerability to cavitation; the recent and most rapid techniques include Cavitron centrifugation (Cochard et al., 2005) and air-injection (Ennajeh et al., 2011). These methods allow the estimation of xylem vulnerability to cavitation on plant segments without subjecting plants to drought stress, and so significantly reduce experimentation time. However, there is an ongoing debate on the reliability of these techniques especially with long-vessel species (Choat et al., 2010; Cochard et al., 2010; Cochard et al., 2013; Delzon and Cochard, 2014; Ennajeh et al., 2011; Jacobsen and Pratt, 2012; Sperry et al., 2012; Tobin et al., 2013; Torres-Ruiz et al., 2014).

In this study, we firstly investigated genetic variability in xylem vulnerability to cavitation in ten commercialized rubber clones used in Thailand, and looked at the environmental plasticity of this trait in two clones from three locations that differ in mean annual precipitation. Secondly, we compared the responses of the clones to drought stress. Before investigating vulnerability to cavitation, we tested the reliability of two techniques, Cavitron and air-injection, on rubber tree branches, and the effects of plant material properties (sample length, sunlight exposure and age) on the vulnerability curves. This is a prerequisite to choosing the most suitable and accurate method to assess xylem vulnerability to cavitation in H. brasiliensis.

Materials and Methods

Plant materials
The studies were conducted using plant materials from three different locations in Thailand: (i) Khon Kaen (16°48’21”N, 103°08’22”E; altitude 252 m), (ii) Nong Khai (18°09’30”N, 103°09’31”E; altitude 171 m), and (iii) Surat Thani (9°40’27”N, 99°6’40”E; altitude 19 m). The first two locations are situated in the northeastern region of Thailand whereas the latter location is in the...
southern region. They had contrasting average annual rainfall and dry season length; defined as the number of months with less than 50 mm of rain (Webster and Baulkwill, 1989). At Surat Thani, the rainfall regime is considered non-limiting for rubber trees, with an annual rainfall of 1,800 mm and dry conditions of only one to two months per year. The annual rainfall of Khon Kaen and Nong Khai are 1,200 mm and 1,600 mm, respectively with a dry season of five to six months (Thai Meteorological Department, 2014). These two locations are considered to be in a marginal area for natural rubber production, because rubber trees require more than 1,250 mm of annual rainfall with 120–150 rainy days per year for optimal growth and production (RRIT, 2012).

The experiment can be divided into two main studies: the investigation of the variation of xylem vulnerability to cavitation and the analysis of plant response to drought stress.

For the investigation of the variation of xylem vulnerability to cavitation, we firstly investigated the reliability of the techniques and the effects of sample properties on three commercial clones (PB 235, RRIM 600 and RRIT 251) grown at Surat Thani site. Branches were collected on April 2012 from three to four individual trees for each test and each condition. Table 1 describes the samples used for comparing analytical methods (Cavitron versus air-pressure) and for testing effects of sample ages (current year and previous year branches), sunlight exposure (shaded and sun-exposed) and sample size. Then after, genetic diversity and environmental plasticity of xylem vulnerability to cavitation were investigated. The study of genetic variability was conducted on ten commercial rubber clones: BPM 24, PB 217, PB 235, PB 260, PB 5/51, RRII 105, RRII 118, RRIM 600, RRIT 251 and RRIT 408. Clones (n = 12–15 trees/clone) were grafted on RRIM 600 rootstocks and planted in the field at Nong Khai site in October 2012. On March, 2013, current year branches (n = 6–8/clone) were harvested from these trees. The study of environmental plasticity was carried out using branches of two clones (RRIM 600 and RRIT 251) from all three indicated sites. At each location, ten current year branches from the fully sun-exposed side of the canopy were harvested for each clone from one-to two-year old trees on November 2013.

In the study of plant response to drought stress, the stress was carried out on the same ten rubber tree clones used for investigating the genetic variability of xylem vulnerability to cavitation. The trees used in this experiment were also grafted on RRIM 600 rootstocks, but were individually planted in 0.93 m² pots filled with sandy loam soil at Nong Khai site on October 2012. Each clone consisted of six replicates later divided into two groups of watering regimes: control and stress groups. During the growing period, each tree was watered to full field capacity with 15 liters twice a week until December 7 2012. Drought stress was then applied to the trees in the stress group by withholding the water supply, leaving the soil to dry down. The control trees were kept growing under full field capacity. Drought stress lasted for 11 weeks until high level of xylem embolism in petioles was reached, and on March 20 2013 watering was resumed for the stressed trees. During the drought experiment, occasional rains were strictly controlled by portable covering systems. They were installed to cover the pots before the rain came on, and removed promptly afterward to prevent the temperature rising in the pots.

Methods

The study of xylem vulnerability to cavitation

After severing, branch segments 0.60 m long were immediately defoliated and prepared for shipping to France for the analysis of xylem vulnerability to cavitation. The defoliated leaves from branches used for the study of genetic variability (n = 40/clone) were collected and measured for leaf mass per unit area (LMA). Branches were prepared for the shipping to France for the analysis of xylem vulnerability to cavitation by covering their ends with paraffin, treating them with pesticide, and sealing them in transparent plastic bags. These bags were then packed in cartons with packaging buffer and sent to France by air in ambient temperature. It took approximately one week for the package to arrive in France. On arrival, native embolism was measured on six randomly chosen branches. This is a prerequisite measurement proposed and explained by Awad et al. (2010). The remaining branches were rewrapped with moist paper, placed in a plastic bag and carton, and stored at 4°C. Branches were brought out of cool storage just long enough for a daily analysis of xylem vulnerability to cavitation by Cavitron or air-injection. These procedures are considered a standard protocol for the sampling and sample preparation, and were applied for all other branch samplings for xylem vulnerability to cavitation measurement in this study.

Native embolism

When branches arrived at the laboratory in France, native embolism was immediately measured. For the samples designated for tests of techniques and sample properties, six branches were randomly chosen for this measurement. For the study of genetic variability and environmental plasticity, 20 (n = 2/clone) and 18 branches (n = 3/clone/location) were randomly chosen. The remaining branches were rewrapped with moist paper and stored at 4°C. The maximum storage time before branches were measured for the vulnerability to cavitation for three experiments was 7, 10 and 30 days.
Native embolism was measured with Xyl’EM (Bronkhorst, France) following the procedure described by Cruiziat et al. (2002). A segment 0.10 m long was harvested from the central part of the branches; it was cut under water to prevent air from entering xylem conduits and causing artificial embolism. The proximal end of the segment was attached to the hydraulic apparatus, and a solution containing 10 mM KCl and 1 mM CaCl₂ was perfused through the segment. Initial hydraulic conductance (Kᵢ) and maximum hydraulic conductance (Kₘₐₓ) were then measured successively under low pressure (6–9 kPa). Before Kₘₐₓ was measured, the emboli were removed by applying a series of 3 min flushes (0.15 MPa) with the 10 mM KCl and 1 mM CaCl₂ solution. The percentage loss of xylem conductivity (PLC) was calculated by:

\[
PLC = 100 \times \left(1 - \frac{K_i}{K_{max}} \right)
\]

Branch xylem vulnerability to cavitation

The measurement of xylem vulnerability to cavitation on rubber branches was made using the Cavitron centrifuge technique (Cochard, 2002; Cochard et al., 2005) and the ‘pressure sleeves’ air-injection technique (Ennajeh et al., 2011). All the investigations on xylem vulnerability to cavitation in branches used the Cavitron technique. The analysis of genetic variability to cavitation in ten rubber clones was measured on branch segments 0.37 m long. The analysis of environmental plasticity was carried out with segments 0.41 m long. The small difference in sample size between the two experiments was due to a change in the rotors of the Cavitron we used, which differed in diameter (0.38 and 0.42 cm, respectively).

Branches were peeled to remove the bark containing the laticifer and so prevent latex exudation that could block the xylem vessels during the measurement. They were successively cut to the desired length, and branches were then infiltrated with compressed air (0.10 MPa) at one end of the segment while the other end was submerged in water. This was done to check for vessels open at both ends in the segments (Ewers and Fisher, 1989; Zimmermann and Jeje, 1981). If vessels are open at both ends, air bubbles are observed at the submerged end. Only branch segments with no open vessels were used for the analysis of vulnerability to cavitation. This was to exclude the reported effect of the open vessel artifact on the vulnerability curve when using Cavitron (Cochard et al., 2013; Delzon and Cochard, 2014; Torres-Ruiz et al., 2014).

The Cavitron technique uses centrifugal force to increase the tension in vessels, while measuring the decrease in hydraulic conductance. Xylem pressure (P) was set to a reference pressure (−0.75 MPa) and the Kₘₐₓ value was first measured. The tension was then increased by either −0.25 or −0.50 MPa, and new sample conductance (Kᵢ) was measured. PLC was computed using Equation (1). These procedures were repeated until sample PLC reached more than 80%. The vulnerability curve (VC) was then constructed by plotting PLC versus P and fitting with a sigmoid function (Pammenter and Van der Willigen, 1998):

\[
PLC = \frac{100}{1 + e^{\frac{(P-P_{50})}{s}}}
\]

The pressure inducing 50% loss of xylem conductivity (P₅₀, MPa) and the slope of the VC (s) were determined from the fitted sigmoid curve. The xylem tension causing 12% and 88% loss of xylem conductivity (P₁₂ and P₈₈, respectively) were calculated as:

\[
P_{12} = P_{50} + \frac{50}{s},
\]

\[
P_{88} = P_{50} - \frac{50}{s}.
\]

P₁₂ is considered as the ‘air entry point’ in which the embolism begins (Sparks and Black, 1999; P₅₀ is the tension before xylem becomes totally non-conductive or ‘full embolism point’ (Domec, 2001). For the air-injection technique, a pressure sleeve was made up of three-way steel tubes from Swagelok Company (2.50 cm in diameter and 7.50 cm long). It was applied to the middle of a branch segment 0.37 m long. Bark was peeled off at the center of the branch to create a contact surface (3.50 cm long) with compressed air inside the chamber. This surface allows the air to enter the xylem and induces xylem embolism (Ennajeh et al., 2011). The distal end of the branch segment was attached to a vertical plastic tube filled with a solution of 10 mM KCl and 1 mM CaCl₂, while a plastic tube filled with cotton was placed at the proximal end to collect the solution flowing through the sample. Embolism was induced by increasing air pressure in the chamber sleeves. The hydraulic conductance (K) was calculated as:

\[
K = \frac{F}{P},
\]

where F is the flow rate through sample calculated as the weight of water collected for 1 min, and P is the solution pressure in the vertical plastic tube connected to the sample. PLC was calculated using Equation (1). Air pressure in the chamber was increased stepwise until more than 90% PLC was achieved. The VC was constructed by plotting PLC versus P and then fitting with sigmoid curve using Equation (2). The characteristics of the xylem vulnerability to cavitation (P₁₂, P₅₀, P₈₈ and s) were calculated.

Petiole vulnerability to cavitation

Native embolism was measured on the field in petioles bearing the leaflets used for the ßᵣₑ₅ₐ₆ measurements, in all trees. Measurements were performed on a segment
0.05 m long harvested from the central part of the petiole segment as described above for branches. Petiole vulnerability to cavitation was determined by plotting the native embolism values versus $\Psi_{md}$ measured on the same leaves, as drought stress progressed. Data was fitted with the sigmoid function following Equation (2), $P_{50}$ and $s$ were extracted from the fitted curve and $P_{12}$ and $P_{88}$ were later calculated using Equations (3) and (4), respectively.

**The study on plant response to drought stress**

During the dry-down experiment, changes in traits of interest (soil water content, leaf water traits, and leaf and growth traits) were measured.

**Soil water content**

To follow the progression of drought stress, 101.38 cm$^3$ of soil was collected at depth 0.30 m and 0.60 m from each pot. The soil was weighed and oven-dried at 105 °C for 24 hours, and its dry weight was measured. Soil water content (SWC) was calculated as: $\text{SWC} = 100 \times (\text{fresh weight} - \text{dry weight}) / \text{dry weight}$. The sampled soil was returned to the pots after each measurement of SWC to maintain soil volume in the pot.

**Leaf water traits**

The minimum stomatal conductance ($g_s$, mmol m$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$) and the midday leaf water potential ($\Psi_{md}$, MPa), were measured one to two times a month with a porometer (AP4, Delta-T Device, Cambridge, U.K.) and a pressure chamber (plant water status console model 3005F1, Soilmoisture Equipment Corp., CA.), respectively. These two traits were measured between 12:00 and 14:00 under full sunlight conditions. The value of $g_s$ was measured on three leaflets from three individual compound leaves situated at the lowest level of leaf flush on each tree. We made sure that the measurements were conducted on the leaves located at a relatively similar position on every tree. When there was no more leaf at the lowest level on a tree, the measurements were moved up to a higher position for all trees. The relative stomatal conductance ($g_s / g_{s \text{ max}}$, %) was calculated; $g_s$ was the minimum stomatal conductance from stressed trees, and $g_{s \text{ max}}$ was the minimum stomatal conductance averaged from the control trees, both $g_s$ and $g_{s \text{ max}}$ being measured on the same day. Following the $g_s$ measurement, one of the compound leaves on a tree was chosen; it was covered with a plastic bag along with its petiole and removed for the measurement of $\Psi_{md}$ and PLC. A segment of petiole at least 0.10 m long was cut and kept under tap water for measurement of the petiole PLC as described below. The remainder the leaf in the plastic bag was immediately placed in a pressure chamber for the $\Psi_{md}$ measurements.

We plotted $g_s / g_{s \text{ max}}$ versus $\Psi_{md}$ and fitted these data with the sigmoid function according to Equation (2) to calculate the water potential causing 50% of stomatal closure ($g_{s 50}$). Water potentials causing 12% and 88% of stomatal closure ($g_{s 12}$ and $g_{s 88}$, respectively) were then calculated using Equations (3) and (4).

**Leaf and growth traits**

For each clone, leaf area was measured on 40 leaves using a leaf area meter (LI-3000A, LI-COR Inc.), and a mean leaf size was calculated. Ten of these leaves were then used to measure leaf mass per unit area (LMA). Their dry mass was measured after drying them at 70 °C for 48 hours in a gravity convection oven. The LMA was calculated as the ratio of leaf dry weight to leaf area.

During the experiment, the number of leaves and the tree height were recorded every four weeks. The total leaf area of the tree was estimated based on the number of leaves, and the leaf size averaged for each clone. Accumulated shed leaf area was determined for each tree, and the relative shed leaf area (LS) was calculated. The LS was expressed as the drought-induced leaf shedding compared with leaf shedding observed on control trees. LS was then plotted against $\Psi_{md}$ and fitted with the sigmoid function according to Equation (2). We then calculated the xylem tension (MPa) that caused 12%, 50%, and 88% of leaf shedding ($LS_{12}$, $LS_{50}$ and $LS_{88}$, respectively). The growth rate (GR) was calculated from the slope of the logarithm of height versus time over the 11 weeks of drought stress.

**Hydraulic safety margins**

The hydraulic safety margin of a plant can be determined using various traits involving the threshold tensions for safety and efficiency in xylem conduits (Choa et al., 2012; Markesteijn et al., 2011; Meinzer et al., 2009). In this study, we determined the hydraulic safety margins for petiole and branch according to the following hypotheses: (i) stomatal regulation prevents petiole xylem from reaching a threshold tension inducing cavitation, and (ii) drought-induced leaf shedding helps preserve the branch from embolism. The petiole safety margin was calculated as the difference between the xylem pressure at $g_{s 50}$ and the $P_{50}$ of the petiole. The safety margin of the branch was calculated as the difference between $LS_{50}$ and the $P_{50}$ of the branch.

**Statistics**

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to test the effects of the following factors on the xylem vulnerability to cavitation: techniques (Cavitron versus air-injection), lengths of branch segment (0.27 m, 0.37 m and 0.41 m), light exposures (shaded and fully exposed), sample ages (current and previous year...
branches), clones and water availability in plantations. ANOVA was also used to test the effect of water deficit treatment on the following traits: SWC, \( \psi_{mb} \), \( g_s \), \( g_s \text{max} \), PLC, LS, safety margin of the branch and petiole, and GR. When significant differences were found, we performed the Tukey-Kramer multiple comparison at 95% confidence interval.

Results

Reliability of Cavitron and air-injection techniques and the effects of sample properties

Native embolism measured on three sets of branches indicated a rather low native embolism with a mean of 15.61% (SE ± 1.54). No significant difference was found either within or between sampling sets. When the segments were infiltrated with compressed air at one end, we observed air bubbles at the other end on some of the 0.37 m segments, but no air bubbles were observed on any 0.41 m segments. These results indicate that the vessel length of these rubber trees was less than 0.41 m and occasionally longer than 0.37 m. Only the segments 0.37 m long without vessels cut open at both ends were measured for xylem vulnerability to cavitation.

Xylem vulnerability to cavitation of branches was assessed using two techniques: Cavitron and air-injection with 0.37 m branch segments (Table 1). Both techniques gave sigmoid vulnerability curves with similar values of \( P_{12} \), \( P_{50} \), \( P_{88} \) and \( s \). However, a wider variation between repetitions was observed when using the air-injection technique. The results for effects of sample properties on vulnerability to cavitation are shown in Table 1. The average \( P_{50} \) values of branches were \(-1.86\) and \(-1.87\) MPa for the 0.37 and 0.41 m segments, and \(-0.93\) MPa for the 0.27 m long segments. Branches of the current year had a significant lower \( P_{50} \) than those of the previous year (\(-1.77\) vs. \(-1.88\) MPa, respectively), showing an effect of sample age. Branches fully exposed to sunlight and shaded branches had similar \( P_{50} \) values (\(-1.90\) and \(-1.88\) MPa, respectively).

Variability of xylem vulnerability to cavitation on branches of *H. brasiliensis*

The branch \( P_{50} \) values of the ten rubber clones studied were not statistically different, and ranged from \(-1.73\) to \(-2.02\) MPa (Figure 1A). No significant difference was found in \( P_{12} \) and \( P_{50} \) measured on branch samples between the three locations (Khon Kaen, Nong Khai and Surat Thani), and significant differences were observed only between the most sharply contrasting values of \( P_{88} \) at Nong Khai and Surat Thani (\(-2.63 \pm 0.11\) and \(-2.28 \pm 0.09\) MPa, respectively) (Figure 1B).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions</th>
<th>( P_{50} ) (MPa)</th>
<th>( n )</th>
<th>sample properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technique</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Cavitron</td>
<td>(-1.86) (0.05)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.37 m long, current year branches from PB 235, RRIM 600 and RRIT 251, fully exposed to sunlight.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Air-injection</td>
<td>(-1.89) (0.15)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavitron: Sample ages</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Current year branch</td>
<td>(-1.77^a) (0.04)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.37 m long branches from RRIM 600 and RRIT 251, fully exposed to sunlight.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Previous year branch</td>
<td>(-1.88^b) (0.01)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavitron: Sunlight exposure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Shaded</td>
<td>(-1.88^a) (0.03)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.37 m long, current year branches of PB 235.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sun-exposed</td>
<td>(-1.90^b) (0.03)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavitron: Sample size</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 0.27 m</td>
<td>(-0.94^a) (0.04)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Branches of current year and fully exposed to sunlight from:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 0.37 m</td>
<td>(-1.86^b) (0.02)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>-RRIM 600 with PB 217.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 0.41 m</td>
<td>(-1.87^b) (0.04)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-Ten clones (BPM 24, PB 217, PB 235, PB 260, PB 5/51, RRII 105, RRII 118, RRIM600, RRIT 251 and RRIT 408).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The variation in water potential inducing 50% loss of conductivity (\( P_{50} \)) was measured for branches from seven to ten years old rubber trees grown at the Surat Thani Rubber Research Centre in the southern region of Thailand (9°40'27"N, 99°6'40"E; altitude 19 m). Branches were collected from three to four individual trees for each test and each condition. The comparisons were carried out for the measurement techniques (Cavitron vs. air-injection), the sampling conditions: sample ages (current year and previous year branches) and sunlight exposure (shaded and sun-exposed), and the effects of sample size (0.27, 0.37 and 0.41 m). Data are mean values with standard errors in brackets. Variable \( n \) is the number of replications. Different letters indicate significant differences between means at 95% confidence interval.
Figure 1: Clonal and environmental variabilities of xylem vulnerability to cavitation in rubber clones. $P_{50}$ was measured on (A) branch and petiole samples from ten rubber clones from the same plantation at Nong Khai and (B) branches of RRIM 600 and RRIT 251 collected from three locations in Thailand with different annual rainfall (in brackets): Khon Kaen (1,000–1,200 mm; black), Nong Khai (1,400–1,600 mm; grey) and Surat Thani (2,800–3,200; white). The values are clonal average ($n = 3$ to $4$) with standard error bars. Different letters indicate significant differences at 95% confidence interval.

Clone response to drought stress

The progression of drought stress was monitored by relating SWC and $\Psi_{md}$ (Figure 2). SWC declined progressively after watering was withheld (Figure 2A), and significant differences were found between stressed and control trees from week 7 onward, whereas no significant difference was found between clones at any given time. Significant differences in $\Psi_{md}$ were only observed on weeks 9 and 11 for the clones, with the most sharply contrasting $\Psi_{md}$ values (Figure 2B).

The drought response of rubber trees was investigated for stomatal regulation ($g_s/g_{s \max}$), embolism rate (PLC) and leaf shedding (LS) (Figure 3). Before the drought stress, the $g_s/g_{s \max}$ ranged from 83.60 to 99.76%, and after the application of drought stress, declining trends in $g_s/g_{s \max}$ were observed (Figure 3A). The differences in $g_s/g_{s \max}$ between clones were not significant except between RRIT 251 (110.48% ± 7.15) and RRII 118 (36.21% ± 18.83) on week 2 after watering was withheld. During the drought period, the PLC of the petioles increased (Figure 3B) and significant differences were found only between PB 5/51, RRIT 251 and RRIT 408 (PLC = 60.25 to 61.50%) compared with BPM 24 (26.20%) on week 6. By week 11 of drought stress, high embolism rate occurred for all the clones (PLC = 74.98 to 87.07%). The relative shed leaf area (LS, %) shows the kinetics of leaf shedding of the clones (Figure 3C). On weeks 9 and 11, significant differences were found in LS between clones; BPM 24 clearly shed a larger leaf area than the other clones.

Figure 2: Survey of soil water content (SWC) and midday leaf water potential ($\Psi_{md}$) in 10 rubber clones during a drought. The solid lines indicate mean values measured on control trees ($n = 30$) and dots are mean values measured on stressed trees ($n = 3$). Bars are standard errors. Different letters indicate significant difference between clones at a given time point of the kinetics, with 95% confidence interval.

Significant differences were found in means of petiole $P_{50}$ between the clones, with a greater variation (from −1.15 to −1.65 MPa) than that in branch $P_{50}$ (Figure 1A). The petioles of PB 5/51 and RRIM 600 were the most vulnerable to cavitation, whereas petioles of RRIT 251 were the least vulnerable. Petioles were still more vulnerable to cavitation than branches, with significant differences (at 95% confidence interval) when comparing the branch $P_{50}$ values with petiole ones, except for RRII 118, RRIT 251 and RRIT 408. In Figure 4, vulnerability curves of branches and petioles are presented for RRIM 600 and RRIT 251, which had the most sharply contrasting petiole $P_{50}$ values.
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Figure 3: Survey of drought-related traits in 10 rubber clones during a simulated drought. (A) Relative stomatal conductance ($g_s / g_{s max}$), (B) percentage loss of petiole xylem conductivity (PLC) and (C) relative shed leaf area (LS) were plotted versus drought duration (weeks). Dots represent the means ($n = 3$) and the bars are standard errors. Different letters indicate a significant difference between the clones at a given point of the kinetics, with 95% confidence interval. The $g_{s 50}$ (MPa) and LS$_{50}$ values are shown in Table 2 along with the calculated safety margins of petioles and branches. The ten clones had similar $g_{s 50}$, but different LS$_{50}$ values. The petiole safety margin was not significantly different between clones, whereas the safety margin of branches ranged from $-1.02$ to $0.54$ MPa, with significant differences between PB 217 and RRIT 408 with other clones.

Before the watering was withheld, the ranges of tree height for control and stress group were $2.67$–$4.49$ m and $3.45$–$4.65$ m, respectively. Significant differences were found for tree height between clones in the stress group, RRIM 600 trees being significantly taller ($4.65$ m) than PB 217, PB 260, PB5/51 and RRIT 118 trees ($x = 3.47$ m ± $11.93$). Before drought treatment, the GR in height ranged from $0.048$ to $0.179$ m.d$^{-1}$, with no significant difference between clones. During the dry period, the GR was reduced in both control and stress conditions. The GR of control trees ranged from $0.003$ to $0.122$ m.d$^{-1}$, while the stressed trees had GR ranging from $0.004$ to $0.081$ m.d$^{-1}$, and no significant difference was observed either between clones or between watering treatments.

Figure 4: Xylem vulnerability curves of samples of branches (closed symbols) and petioles (open symbols) from RRIM 600 (circle) and RRIT 251 (square). Data are means values ($n = 3$ or 4) and bars are standard errors. Logistic lines were fitted to data using a sigmoid function.

**Discussion**

Xylem vulnerability to cavitation suggests itself as a suitable criterion for screening drought-tolerant clones, because it is considered as a critical trait for tolerance to severe drought and can be rapidly assessed on branches of rubber trees using the Cavitron centrifuge technique and the air-injection technique. However, the reliability of such techniques has to be tested prior to any investigations on a species. Sigmoid vulnerability curves were obtained from both techniques when using samples longer than the maximum vessel length ($0.37$ m or $0.41$ m), whereas the $0.27$ m segments contain vessels that were open at both ends, thus resulting in vessels abnormally vulnerable to cavitation. This results from the ‘open vessel’ artifact in vulnerability to cavitation (Choat et al., 2010; Cochard et al., 2010; Delzon and Cochard, 2014). The effects of age, sunlight conditions, sample size and location observed here and in other studies with different species (Cochard et al., 1999; Cochard et al., 2007; Herbette et al., 2010) highlight the importance of sample design when investigating vulnerability to cavitation. To pursue the investigation of the clonal variability and environmental plasticity of xylem vulnerability to cavitation, we thus performed the measurement on branch samples from the current year, at least $0.37$ m long and grown under full sunlight conditions.
Branch and petiole xylem vulnerability to cavitation of rubber trees found in this study were in the same range as those previously found by Sansing et al. (2004), although the levels of vulnerability between the two organs were not in agreement. We found no difference between clones for the vulnerability to cavitation of branches, even though the clones were shown to be different for many other traits related to growth, crown architecture and latex yield (Besse et al., 1994; Chandrashekar et al., 1998; Lekawipat et al., 2003; Priyadarshan et al., 2005). The phenotypic plasticity for vulnerability to cavitation also appeared very weak for this species when comparing trees grown under contrasting environmental conditions (drought-prone versus traditional areas), as well as with different conditions of sunlight or sample age. Taken together, our results on this crop species support a genetic canalization for the vulnerability to cavitation. This canalization for xylem vulnerability to cavitation was clearly demonstrated in populations of a forest species (Lamy et al., 2011). Nevertheless, there were differences in vulnerability to cavitation between clones when considering the petiole, which is not a critical organ like the branch that carries the buds needed for survival. In addition, vulnerability to cavitation for the petiole is higher than in branches, and the difference between them varies depending on the clones. Higher vulnerability of xylem vessels in petioles than in branches indicates vulnerability segmentation, also found in other species (Tsuda and Tyree, 1997; Tyree et al., 1993). The xylem conduits in petioles being vulnerable to cavitation, they can become fully embolized at fairly high water potential, which leads to a hydraulic disconnection between leaf and branch, and weakens the tension in the branch. This ability prevents hydraulic failure in the branches and the stems, ensuring adequate water supply to buds (Barigah et al., 2013). More vulnerable conduits of petiole in rubber trees may thus be considered as an advantage for tree survival rather than a drawback. We would expect the genetic canalization for the vulnerability to cavitation to hold for critical organs bearing buds, and that the xylem vulnerability to cavitation could vary in less critical organs, as for other traits we measured here or traits measured in previous studies. This hypothesis now needs to be thoroughly investigated by testing the respective variability for branch and petiole in several species. In addition to xylem vulnerability to cavitation, there are other traits that can delay drought-induced cavitation events in xylem. To compare clones for response to drought, we followed stomatal conductance, petiole embolism and leaf shedding for the ten clones during a drought (Figure 4), and the safety margins of petioles and branches were then calculated (Table 2). We found clear differences between clones for the stomatal closure at weeks 2 and 4, then for the embolism level in petiole at week 6, and later for the level of leaf shedding starting from week 9. The stomatal regulation when facing drought stress indicates isohydric behavior in the rubber tree. This finding is consistent with previous reports (Isarangkool Na Ayutthaya et al., 2011; Kobayashi et al., 2014; Kunjet et al., 2013). Although the stomatal regulation delays the occurrence of critical embolism, particularly during the onset of drought stress, it cannot completely prevent cavitation occurring, and thus it cannot be sufficient, especially in conditions of severe drought. Embolism in petioles and leaf shedding would also help in preventing hydraulic failure in branches and stem. We observed that leaf shedding after the embolism rate in petiole increased significantly, suggesting that high embolism rate would lead to leaf shedding. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that the two events are unrelated, even if both contribute to preventing hydraulic failure in branches. The petiole safety margin of 10 rubber clones ranged from 0.14 to 0.77 MPa, but there was no significant difference between them. The safety margin of branches varied from −1.02 to 0.54 MPa, and there were significant differences between mean values of PB 217 and RRIT 408 with the other clones. The

Table 2: Hydraulic safety margins for petiole and branch of ten rubber clones. Values are means (n = 3) with standard error in the brackets. Different letters indicate significant differences between clones at 95% confidence interval.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clone</th>
<th>( g_{s,50} ) (MPa)</th>
<th>Petiole ( P_{50} ) (MPa)</th>
<th>Petiole safety margin (MPa)</th>
<th>( LS_{50} ) (MPa)</th>
<th>Branch ( P_{50} ) (MPa)</th>
<th>Branch safety margin (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BPM 24</td>
<td>−0.61 (0.05)</td>
<td>−1.37 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.77 (0.02)</td>
<td>−1.30 (0.08)</td>
<td>−1.85 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.54 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB 217</td>
<td>−0.96 (0.05)</td>
<td>−1.53 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.57 (0.08)</td>
<td>−2.86 (0.08)</td>
<td>−1.91 (0.04)</td>
<td>−0.95 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB 235</td>
<td>−1.14 (0.08)</td>
<td>−1.28 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.14 (0.16)</td>
<td>−1.68 (0.16)</td>
<td>−1.88 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB 260</td>
<td>−0.91 (0.21)</td>
<td>−1.46 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.55 (0.18)</td>
<td>−1.85 (0.11)</td>
<td>−1.96 (0.08)</td>
<td>0.11 (0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PB 5/51</td>
<td>−0.94 (0.06)</td>
<td>−1.16 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.22 (0.02)</td>
<td>−2.06 (0.17)</td>
<td>−1.87 (0.05)</td>
<td>−0.18 (0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRIT 105</td>
<td>−0.92 (0.08)</td>
<td>−1.49 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.57 (0.08)</td>
<td>−1.87 (0.13)</td>
<td>−2.02 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.15 (0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRIT 118</td>
<td>−0.84 (0.17)</td>
<td>−1.55 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.71 (0.20)</td>
<td>−1.68 (0.12)</td>
<td>−1.89 (0.15)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRIM 600</td>
<td>−0.98 (0.13)</td>
<td>−1.15 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.17 (0.07)</td>
<td>−1.51 (0.10)</td>
<td>−1.86 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.35 (0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRIT 251</td>
<td>−1.35 (0.25)</td>
<td>−1.65 (0.13)</td>
<td>0.30 (0.33)</td>
<td>−1.62 (0.27)</td>
<td>−1.80 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.18 (0.27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRIT 408</td>
<td>−0.91 (0.10)</td>
<td>−1.52 (0.14)</td>
<td>0.61 (0.04)</td>
<td>−2.75 (0.20)</td>
<td>−1.73 (0.14)</td>
<td>−1.02 (0.20)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
negative or near-zero safety margins indicate that rubber trees of some clones have kept their stomata opened and their leaves attached within the full range of endurable water potential before failure of the hydraulic system. Taken together, these results show that there are clonal differences for some traits related to avoidance of drought-induced cavitation. It is difficult to compare clones for their drought tolerance in this study, and thus the respective contribution of the different traits. The effect of drought stress on tree growth is not very apparent, and the trees are too young to compare for their latex yield. The comparison of GR between the stressed trees and the control trees showed a non-significant difference. The reason for this similar GR between control and stressed trees may be because the experiment was done during a dry season in Thailand, which is a period when the growth of the rubber tree is normally halted (Chandrashekar et al., 1998). To address this problem, further research is needed with a more severe drought and more individual trees to investigate the recovery ability.

To conclude, our study reveals that xylem vulnerability to cavitation in branches is not a strong criterion in selecting for drought tolerance in the rubber tree population studied. The variation for this trait is weak. Trade-offs between vulnerability to cavitation and growth-related traits were shown in other species (Cochard et al., 2007; Wikberg and Ögren, 2004). Here, we found for rubber trees that vulnerability to cavitation of branches did not vary in clones, whereas these largely differed in their growth and latex yield. This means that the selection programs for agronomic traits did not affect xylem vulnerability to cavitation. Further research on xylem vulnerability to cavitation should be carried out with larger populations including Brazilian rubber trees to broaden the genetic diversity beyond the widespread commercial clones. Nevertheless, considering the differences in stomatal regulation, petiole vulnerability to cavitation and leaf shedding, which indicate different desiccation avoidance behaviors between the clones, screening for drought resistance should firstly focus on these traits. The combination of the scion and the rootstock would also be a next step in investigating the drought responses of this species, especially because knowledge of rootstock responses to drought stress is still lacking for rubber trees.
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